Planning history; pictorial turn; visualization; historiography; methodology; cross-cultural exchange One of the most exciting but also most difficult tasks when finishing a book is choosing an image for the cover. You want one that is visually appealing, helps sell the book (when viewers come across it on the internet or perhaps even in a bookshop), and that speaks to the book's most central ideas. In the case of the edited volume The Routledge Handbook of Planning History this meant representing the content of planning history and its historiography as examined through four parts and thirtyeight chapters. The cover ideally needed to express the complexity and diversity of the field of planning history in a single memorable image. It had to be an image that reflected the thought process and the discussions that went into the production of the book itself, the breadth and diversity of the discipline and its future challenges. It would speak to key elements of the questions that drove the making of the book and inspired the four sections:
(1) What is the role of methodology and theory in the field of planning history? What is currently done and what is missing? (2) How can we both capture and provincialize Euro-American-Australian planning history, and contrast it with a broader, more global reading of planning history through the lens of different localities including other language areas, such as French, Spanish, German, and from other geographical perspectives, including Chinese, Japanese, African, Middle Eastern, Russian or Latin American? (3) How can we enrich planning history by investigating networks of planning, including the flows of goods, people and ideas that shape planning, and the impact on cross-cultural exchange as they come to light in port cities, in capital cities, or in colonial and post-colonial contexts? (4) How can we measure and better understand the societal impact of planning over time in fields such as infrastructure, public health, or education, and capture the potential role of planning and (planning history) for the future?
Given the complexity of these questions and the book's goals, capturing them in a single image raised questions about how planning history uses and analyzes images. Spatial planning and urban design are highly visual disciplines, where multi-faceted ideas are conveyed through masterplans or illustrated with memorable images. Planning history often aims to explore these multiple layers and needs to pay attention to the ways in which images embrace and convey meaning. John Berger appropriately wrote in Ways of Seeing, 'Seeing comes before words,' (p. 7) adding that 'images are more precise and richer than literature' (p. 10). 1 Berger focused on art history and the relationship between art work, notably paintings, painter and viewer. In ways sometimes similar to, and sometimes different from, those of art, images in planning not only convey emotions, stories, or power relations. As Bill Mitchell has pointed out, images can encapsulate meaning.
2 They can include and exclude and can be used as instruments of power. They are agents of a discipline that has the power to transform large urban and rural areas and thereby impact the lives of large numbers of people. Planning images encompass often complex and diverging interests and ideas of political, corporate or civic groups. As Michael Neuman writes, 'The plan, because it bundled comprehensive urban policy into a package, historically crystallized debate in the political arena.' 3 Translated into both an abstract master plan and a visionary drawing for the general public, the image can capture a vision of future life. The relevance of built environment imagery for every citizen lies at the heart of works such as Kevin Lynch's The Image of the City, which itself drew on Kenneth Boulding's 'The Image: Knowledge in Life and Society'. 4 In different societal and temporal contexts, plans and planning images can take on different meaning. Ideally, image and text support each other, but images can also be dissociated from the text that originally accompanied them, potentially creating different narratives.
A cover image not only reflects the content of the book, but it is set in a framework established by the publisher through the layout and content they require for the cover. Choosing a cover image thus becomes an exercise in balancing the interest of the editor and publisher with those of the viewer and reader. The publisher aims to establish a brand, such as the multidisciplinary Routledge Handbooks series that already includes hundreds of volumes. Each single cover has the potential to add to the prestige of other books, but it also competes against numerous other covers from the same series. The general framework informs the viewer about the existence of a series by using the same formatting and typography. It includes the company's logos, which effectively work as images. In this setting, the author only has a limited opportunity to add an image into an established frame. Together, the frame and the respective image need to convey the content of the book (as seen by the editor and the authors). It aims to capture the gaze of potential buyers or readers. The editor needs to choose where to place the work in time, space, and within disciplinary schemes. That also means anticipating (where possible) what readers see, and assessing what kind of power relationships or associations may emerge in viewers' eyes. These goals and thoughts translated into several approaches for cover images (Figures 1-5 ). Some illustrations made it into the book, but only one is used on the cover. Now I will offer a brief analysis of the thoughts surrounding the selection of images for the cover provides insight into key themes of planning history as addressed in the book. I will also showcase the ways in which images capture the complex discussions in the field.
Collages of cross-cultural exchange in planning
The first proposal for the cover aimed to capture the growing focus of researchers on a more global exchange of planning ideas ( Figure 1 ). It showed the global exchange and re-interpretation of Howard's garden city concept through the translation of select key images.
The collage raises the question of how the transfer of images introduces ideas into a foreign context, including in languages that use different characters. It suggests that the message carried with the images may be different from the ones carried in textual translations. The collage method brings translated and adapted images, from an variety of places and times, onto the same surface. The idea for this cover emerged from the desire to inspire more research into the transmission of planning concepts. It aimed to raise questions about the particular time periods when a concept travelled into other cultures, the specific routes that it took, and the impact that it had in the context of the specific time of exchange. Comparing and contrasting the way that images travel can enrich studies of planning exchanges. The impact of Howard's drawings and text on Russian, Czech, Japanese or Chinese planning thought has gone beyond the moment of the first appearance of the book. Some translations have only been made in recent years. Occasionally translations of images have preceded those of the text. Although many studies have explored the garden city idea and its applications, 5 there is still room for further attempts to understand the interconnected nature of planning and of ideas that travel across borders and through time. This includes exploring the diverse forms of import and export of ideas. Such an analysis fits into ongoing research on the export and import of planning in line with the writings of Ward, Volait and Nasr, Sandoval and Kwak, King, or Hein. 6 However, for a book with a global reach, showing how an idea generated in and for the British context at the turn of the twentieth century may not present the right message. The collage of visionary plans that idealize public planning and that were never intended to be applied in this way, may be too academic and not in line with contemporary planning or the type of research that the book wants to inspire. Furthermore, as a collage the images are too small, and most of them are in black and white, wasting the opportunity for a colourful cover.
Word clouds: capturing the discipline of planning history
The Handbook of Planning History aims to define the specific sub-discipline or field of inquiry, so the second cover proposal featured a word cloud drawn from the content of the book (Figure 2) .
Finding a common language is an important starting point for research; it is particularly important if the research includes cross-cultural investigation. Meaningful exchange can only take place if key terms are defined in similar ways. The difficulty of translating the concept of urbanism and planning from one context to another has been showcased in the book by French sociologist Christian Topalov, Les Mots de la Ville.
7 As the entries in the book document, everyday terms such as 'city,' 'Stadt,' 'ville,' or '都市' (toshi) have different connotations both for professional as well as for general publics in each of these languages. Similarly, the term 'urbanism' does not have the same meaning as 'urbanisme,' 'urbanismo, 'Städtebau' or 'toshikeikaku' as the articles in the Routledge Handbook of Planning History demonstrate. Each term is linked to local histories, cultures, and concepts, and each can, if discussed and presented properly, help identify different levels of conceptual importance. A glossary of planning and planning history terms and their translations could have helped to visualize the prominence and presence of select terms. It could have served as a tool to classify the analysis and to assure a balanced use of the terms in line with the desire to produce a balanced history of planning. Representing the completed manuscript through a word cloud shows the strength and limits of both the field and the research. Appropriately, planning and history stand out as central topics of the book. Beyond that, the word cloud and the index highlight some biases in planning history, at least how they are captured in this book. A select group of cities in planning history research, such as London, New York and Paris have many more entries, which suggests that there is still a strong bias in research for the exploration of a select group of Western cities. References in the index to major cities are much more limited. Tokyo, Shanghai, or Singapore don't make it into the word cloud and are only mentioned a few times in the book, as evidenced by the index. A careful analysis of a manuscript via a word cloud or an analytical study of indexes of major works in planning history can reveal new research avenues. However, for a book cover, this image is not captivating enough: while it relocates words into a new image it ignores the power of images to transport concepts and to translate them differently than words.
Original images capturing planning visions
Rather than focusing purely on words, other cover versions put original and often famous drawings or visuals at the centre (Figure 3(a and b) ).
Several authors of the Handbook suggested the use of iconic plans such as the Greater Amsterdam Plan by Cornelis van Eesteren that provided an attempt at universality through association with the CIAM IV conference. Such suggestions again raised concerns about whether there was too strong a focus on European practice for a book that aims to provincialize European, American, Australian planning practices. Plans like the one proposed may also be considered too difficult to read and insufficiently appealing or too complex for diverse audiences, including planning historians who specialize in texts. One way to overcome a potential professional bias was by using comic strips. illustrated critical comment on the transformation of Brussels.
8 Aesthetic as well as socio-economic questions of planning history are captured in complex drawings aimed at a general public, effectively engaging a broad group of people in what can otherwise be a highly professional, abstract debate. These graphic novels built upon the Belgian comic strip tradition that has long served as a visual tool to comment on or critique urban form. Brussels-based designers trained at the La Cambre art school were often active in the citizen group ARAU (Atelier de Recherche et d'Action Urbaine). Since the late 1960s they have often used similar graphic approaches to foster a citizen-based response to the glossy modernist architecture depictions used by investors to promote highway-and skyscraper-dense city designs.
9 Their work heavily relied on images to communicate with a broad audience. They succeeded in creating a unique base for citizen participation and showed the importance of a visual-based education questioning the emergence of modernism as the leading design paradigm. Despite their beauty, socio-economic relevance and appeal to the public, each of these comics includes words in recognizable languages, making them too limited for a single image cover, or too specific in terms of the content that they depict.
Planning for and with citizen participation
Planning as a discipline has important professional implications; it is also a practice that has a huge impact on the general public. Another set of images tried to address this issue by going a step further. In order to generate a cover that could include the general public, another playful version of the cover depicted urban board and electronic games (Figure 4) .
The desire to find an image that was colourful, without (or with very few words), engaging a broad public beyond professionals, and that encapsulated the idea of planning beyond architecture, led to yet another version of the cover, one that used city-based (electronic) games as the basis. Many board games have commented on urban planning. Perhaps the most famous example is the predecessor of the game Monopoly, which was developed in the United States in 1903 as The Landlord's Game. Game designer Lizzie Maggie originally conceived of it as a critique of monopolies, where a single entity dominates a market. The game entailed a societal critique, but it also related to concrete urban form. The original version of the Monopoly board used the streets of Atlanta, but it has since been adapted to many other cultural contexts and cities, popularizing street names and locations. Settlers of Catan is another game that captures the need for planning in its rules. Electronic games take education in city building even further. Sim City perhaps best captures the need to provide road infrastructure, water, electricity or waste services, and diverse leisure and culture amenities to citizens to create tax benefits and make people happy. Most of these games (board and electronic) are based on capitalist and/or neo-liberal principles. Sim City only allows for square blocks and provides few options for variation. The attractiveness of these games and the playful engagement with a broader public have led urban actors to engage with serious gaming. Such games can provide insights into sustainable port-planning, citizen participation, or to engage youth in energy saving. Port of the Future Series Game and Age of Energy: City-Zen Serious Game are examples of gaming as a planning tool.
10 Such initiatives are in line with earlier attempts at educating citizens using the media of their time, such as the travelling exhibition Look at Your Neighborhood by the New York Museum of 8 Schuiten and Peeters, Brüsel. Modern Art (MoMA) in the 1940s, or the TV series that featured the Dutch planner Jaap Bakema in the series from Van Stoel tot Stad (From Chair to City) in the 1960s. An investigation into the long history of citizen participation that discusses the ways in which planning is taught to the general public through the visual media of its time would be a valuable addition to the field. Education is critical in planning and constitutes an important topic in planning history. For the cover of the book, however, images of these games do not capture the essence of planning, its history and historiography or the need for wider participation in the field.
Abstractions, art and theory in planning history
The various images proposed for the cover page spoke to some aspects of the project, yet none of them fully captured the book's essence. Ultimately, the Legendary Cities work of the artists Atelier Olschinsky provided the final solution ( Figure 5 ). Testing several works from the series helped to identify the final cover. A colourful depiction of an abstract, seemingly planned space attracts the eye of the viewer and allows the observer to reflect on the role of infrastructures for flows and associated construction. It speaks to urban and regional topics of the built environment without locating them in a particular space or time. The beam crossing the image on a diagonal on the selected cover can be seen to represent a highway as well as a glass fibre cable network. It suggests the abstraction of economic planning and its representation as well as its physical, spatial composition. The layering of space and the apparent changes in scale capture the multiple, palimpsestic layers involved in planning. Although people are absent from the image, it is clearly a space that has been conceived and built. It is the role of the viewer to superimpose human activities or nature. The space could be a utopia or a dystopia. As it is depicted, it provides the viewer with choices about possible futures and potentially invites responses. In these images, the viewer is the subject of action and not the object of a narrative or educational activity.
The choice of the cover image was discussed extensively, and with some disagreement, by the authors of chapters in the Handbook. The discussions showed the diverse perceptions of the role of a book cover, the role of visuals in planning history research, and the role of different cultural settings in the use and assessment of images. Ultimately, the business of choosing a cover image for the Routledge Handbook of Planning History posed issues that the group of participants concerned found intriguing, both with regard to the process of choice of image for this specific book project and more generally about questions of visual imagery. Although firm conclusions about the latter inevitably lie beyond the findings of this short reflective analysis, they would include such questions as: At the time of the pictorial turn, when images become more and more prominent, how have planners used images to communicate with clients and the general public? How has this approach changed over time and in, and through, place? How have images been disseminated globally and how were they received and perceived as compared to texts and their translations? In what way do images in planning history reflect professional, political or other biases in planning and planning history research? How do new digital and social media change the role of images in the practice of planning and in planning history? A careful study of the historic and contemporary use of images can help us to better understand the changing role of planning in society, in creating our built environment and in shaping the future of our cities, regions and planet. Such an investigation is all the more important as images and data visualization become more widely used to shape public opinion. Images of plans and planning are key elements in our society and historians need to understand their role at a time of rapid technological innovation, social transformation, climate change and energy transition.
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